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Listen to the Nuts song and watch the video at TheNutFamily.com. Teach the song and dance movements
to the children at your Nuts party and then perform all together! There are no lyrics to learn. The Nuts:
Bedtime at the Nut House is a sing-along story and kids can join in by singing the book out loud together!

Dance Moves
When the chorus of “We’re Nuts! We’re Nuts!” is sung, everyone should hold their arms stiff at their
sides, move their shoulders up and down in a shimmy, and wave their arms.
Every time Big Mama Nut says, “All little nuts need to go up to bed,” everyone should point their
right index fingers toward the sky in a disco move as they send Wally and Hazel upstairs to bed.
When Hazel and Wally “wiggle and giggle” each time in the song, kids should wiggle and giggle in
their seats.
When Wally or Hazel howl at the moon, kids should hoooowwwl long and loud!
When Wally Nut “danced like a baby baboon,” kids should dance in their seats and move their arms
like monkeys do.
When Wally and Hazel “bounced up and down like two happy balloons,” kids should bounce as well.
When Mama gives “THE LOOK” and “her long finger shook,” everyone should put on a stern face
and shake their right index fingers like they mean business!

Sing Along
The kids should sing along with every chorus of “We’re Nuts! We’re Nuts!”
When the song leader asks, “Did Hazel stop singing?” the kids chime in with a loud “NO!” When the
question is “Did Wally stop playing?” the kids shout “NO!” again!
The entire lyrics for The Nuts song are the text of the book. Have fun reading/singing the story with
kids, and remember . . .
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